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FUEL HANDLING MACHINE AND AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
FOR A FUEL HANDLING CELL
ABSTRACT
This working report is an update for as well as a supplement to an earlier fuel handling
machine design (Kukkola and Rönnqvist 2006). A focus in the earlier design proposal
was primarily on the selection of a mechanical structure and operating principle for the
fuel handling machine. This report introduces not only a fuel handling machine design
but also auxiliary fuel handling cell equipment and its operation. An objective of the
design work was to verify the operating principles of and space allocations for fuel handling cell equipment.
The fuel handling machine is a remote controlled apparatus capable of handling intensely radiating fuel assemblies in the fuel handling cell of an encapsulation plant. The fuel
handling cell is air tight space radiation-shielded with massive concrete walls.
The fuel handling machine is based on a bridge crane capable of traveling in the handling cell along wall tracks. The bridge crane has its carriage provided with a carousel
type turntable having mounted thereon both fixed and telescopic masts. The fixed mast
has a gripper movable on linear guides for the transfer of fuel assemblies. The telescopic mast has a manipulator arm capable of maneuvering equipment present in the fuel
handling cell, as well as conducting necessary maintenance and cleaning operations or
rectifying possible fault conditions.
The auxiliary fuel handling cell systems consist of several subsystems. The subsystems
include a service manipulator, a tool carrier for manipulators, a material hatch, assisting
winches, a vacuum cleaner, as well as a hose reel. With the exception of the vacuum
cleaner, the devices included in the fuel handling cell’s auxiliary system are only used
when the actual encapsulation process is not ongoing.
The malfunctions of mechanisms or actuators responsible for the motion actions of a
fuel handling machine preclude in a worst case scenario the bringing of the fuel handling cell and related systems to a condition appropriate for repair measures. For this
reason, the fuel handling machine is designed in such a way that a single fault does not
bring about such a situation.
The fuel handling machine operation was subjected to a risk analysis. The fault conditions offer a possibility of safe situation defusing measures and the fuel handling cell
tightness guarantees that no radioactive releases escape outside the facility. As the analysis was being conducted, improvement proposals were discovered regarding certain
functions of the fuel handling cell.
The total cost estimate, without value added tax, for manufacturing the system amounted to 3 980 000 euros.
Keywords: Spent fuel encapsulation, disposal canister for spent nuclear fuel, and encapsulation plant.

POLTTOAINEEN SIIRTOKONE JA KÄSITTELYKAMMION
APUJÄRJESTELMÄT
TIIVISTELMÄ
Työraportti on päivitys sekä täydennys aikaisempaan polttoaineen siirtokoneen suunnitelmaan (Kukkola ja Rönnqvist 2006). Aiemmassa suunnitelmassa keskityttiin lähinnä
siirtokoneen mekaanisen rakenteen ja toimintaperiaatteen valintaan. Tässä raportissa
esitellään siirtokoneen suunnitelman lisäksi myös käsittelykammion apulaitteet ja niiden
toiminta. Suunnittelun tavoitteena oli varmentaa käsittelykammion laitteiden toimintaperiaatteet ja tilavaraukset.
Polttoaineen siirtokone on etäohjattava laite, jolla voidaan siirtää voimakkaasti säteileviä polttoaine-elementtejä kapselointilaitoksen polttoaineen käsittelykammiossa. Polttoaineen käsittelykammio on ilmatiivis ja massiivisilla betoniseinillä säteilysuojattu tila,
joka mahdollistaa polttoaine-elementtien käsittelyn ilman muuta suojausta.
Polttoaineen siirtokone perustuu siltanosturiin, joka liikkuu käsittelykammiossa seinäkiskoja pitkin. Siltanosturin vaunussa on karusellimainen kääntöpöytä, johon on kiinnitetty sekä kiinteä että teleskooppimasto. Kiinteässä mastossa on lineaarijohteella liikkuva tarrain polttoaine-elementtien siirtoa varten. Teleskooppimastossa on manipulaattorikäsivarsi, jolla voidaan siirtää käsittelykammiossa olevia laitteita, sekä tehdä tarpeellisia
huolto- ja puhdistustöitä tai korjata mahdollisia vikatilanteita.
Käsittelykammion apujärjestelmät koostuvat useasta osajärjestelmästä. Osajärjestelmiä
ovat huoltomanipulaattori, manipulaattorien työkaluvarasto, materiaaliluukku, apuvinssit, imuri sekä letkukela. Käsittelykammion apujärjestelmään kuuluvia laitteita käytetään imuria lukuun ottamatta vain silloin, kun varsinainen kapselointiprosessi ei ole
käynnissä.
Polttoaineen siirtokoneen liiketoimintoja suorittavien mekanismien tai toimilaitteiden
toimintahäiriöt estävät huonoimmassa tapauksessa käsittelykammion ja liittyvien järjestelmien saattamisen korjaustoimenpiteille soveltuvaan tilaan. Tästä syystä siirtokone on
suunniteltu niin, että yksittäinen vika ei aiheuta tällaista tilannetta. Apujärjestelmien
laitteiden merkitys turvallisuudelle ei ole yhtä merkittävää, sillä ainoastaan imuri osallistuu itse kapselointiprosessiin ja sekin vain välillisesti.
Polttoaineen siirtokoneen toiminnasta tehtiin riskianalyysi. Vikatilanteissa on mahdollisuus turvallisiin tilanteen purkutoimenpiteisiin ja käsittelykammion tiiveys takaa, ettei
laitoksen ulkopuolelle synny päästöjä. Analyysin teon yhteydessä löydettiin parannusehdotuksia tiettyihin käsittelykammion toimintoihin.
Järjestelmän komponenttien ja asennusten arvonlisäverottomaksi kokonaiskustannusarvioksi muodostui 3 980 000 euroa.
Avainsanat: Käytetyn ydinpolttoaineen loppusijoittaminen, loppusijoituskapseli ja kapselointilaitos.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This working report is an update as well as supplement to an earlier fuel handling machine design (Kukkola and Rönnqvist 2006). The earlier proposal was mainly focused
on the selection of a mechanical design and operating principle for the fuel handling
machine. This report introduces not only a fuel handling machine design but also auxiliary equipment and its operation for a fuel handling cell. A design objective is to verify
the operating principles and space allocations for fuel handling cell equipment.
The transporting of fuel from power plant sites to an encapsulation plant takes place in
spent fuel transport casks. After initial preparations, the transport cask is docked to the
docking station of a fuel handling cell by means of a transfer trolley. A disposal canister
is brought to its docking station by means of its own transfer trolley. The number of fuel
assemblies transferred by the fuel handling machine into a drying chamber for drying
matches the number that can be fitted in a disposal canister. After drying, the assemblies
are transferred to a verification measurement station and then into the disposal canister.
The canister’s gas atmosphere is exchanged and the canister is closed. After welding
and inspecting a copper lid, the disposal canister is ready for a transfer either to interim
storage at an encapsulation plant or directly to a canister lift capable of lowering it to
final disposal facilities (Kukkola 2012). The layout and section views of an encapsulation plant illustrate facilities for operating the above-described equipment (Figure 1 and
Figure 2).
Earlier the design of auxiliary equipment for a fuel handling cell has received rather little attention because of the unfinished design process for other parts of the cell. The present design resulted in certain and quite important modifications to the previously described equipment and operations. These include at least a fuel handling machine mast
design, functional changes to a hand manipulator, removal of master-slave manipulators
from the cell and replacement thereof with a service manipulator, addition of a material
hatch and addition of a hose reel, as well as a vacuum cleaner. Modifications to earlier
designs, as well as justifications therefor, will be described in more detail in chapter 8.
Some of the systems perceived as auxiliary equipment continue to be excluded from this
design proposal. Such systems include for example a camera system as well as lighting
for the fuel handling cell. It is not meaningful to plan the number and locations for this
type of equipment until final implementations have been decided for the actual process
equipment.
In the future the development work regarding fuel handling cell equipment will be focused on ensuring its operating principles and functional compatibility with each other.
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Figure 1. The figure shows an encapsulation plant in section view. The fuel handling
cell is shown in the middle. A disposal canister transfer trolley is under a receiving area
hatch in the canister transfer corridor. The figure is part of a layout view prepared before making the present design proposal.

Figure 2. The figure shows an encapsulation plant in layout view from level +10.30 m.
The figure is part of a layout view prepared before making the present design proposal.
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2
2.1

2.2

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
General design specifications


The application of guidelines and standards is conducted by complying
with the following hierarchy of regulations. First to be complied with is
the Constitution of Finland, second the Nuclear Energy Act, third the
Council of State Decrees, fourth the YVL guidelines, fifth the IAEA
guidelines and other nuclear technology standards, as well as sixth the
technical standards valid in Finland.



The equipment has a design life of 30 years. For those components,
which cannot be expected to survive the entire design life, it will be necessary to define a safe replacement interval in the preventive maintenance schedule. With regard to automation, the design life may also be
less than 30 years depending on availability of such equipment at present. The chosen control system will be one with a long expected life cycle.



The actuators must be primarily electromechanical for preventing the
fuel handling cell, the fuel or the disposal canister from becoming soiled
by possible spills of a hydraulic or pneumatic system (oil or condensation water).



The amount of burnable materials making up a fire load must be minimized (within practicality).

Environmental requirements


The gamma dose rate close to the surface of a bare (EPR) fuel assembly
is about 130 Sv/h and at a distance of one meter 13 Sv/h. The neutron
dose rate at the surface of a fuel assembly is about 36 mSv/h (Ranta-aho
2008). Other fuel types have slightly lower dose rates (Table 1).



The materials shall be able to withstand a total radiation dose emitted by
fuel assemblies over the designed service life without a substantial deterioration of the materials or malfunction of the apparatus. This requirement applies primarily to components with organic materials, cable insulations, sealants and lubricants, as well as electronics. If the equipment
contains components sensitive to radiation, it will be necessary to prepare therefor a maintenance schedule defining fixed intervals for the service or replacement of components.



The system shall have a capability of withstanding an earthquake which
generates a horizontal ground acceleration of 0.1 g.
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Table 1. Gamma and neutron dose rates (Sv/h) for fuel assemblies, the fuel having a
burn-up of 60 MWd/kgU and a cooling time of 20 years (Ranta-aho 2008).
Radiation type and object
At outer assembly surface
Gamma dose rate
Neutron dose rate
One meter from outer surface
Gamma dose rate
Neutron dose rate
Two meters from outer surface
Gamma dose rate
Neutron dose rate
2.3

2.4

LO1-2

OL1-2

OL3

120
0.020

100
0.025

130
0.036

6
0.001

7
0.002

13
0.004

2
0.0003

3
0.0007

6
0.0015

Control and electrical systems


The voltage of electrical equipment is 230/400 VAC. The automation
system has a voltage of 24 VDC. The direct current system must have a
battery backup as the equipment status and condition must be known also
during power failures.



Cabling for the equipment must be provided in such a way that the automation cables will be spaced far enough from the rest of the cabling in
order to avoid electromagnetic interferences.



The enclosure class of electrical equipment is IP55 or better. The cabling
is conducted with shielded cables.



All fuel handling cell equipment must be remote controlled as the radiation emanating from fuel rules out the presence of personnel in the facility. The control is conducted from an operation control room. (level +
10.30).



The equipment position data is communicated to the operation control
room in real time.



Information about equipment functions, which have relevance in terms of
safety, shall also be conveyed to the encapsulation plant’s control room.



Faulty control operations must be prevented.



In power failures, the equipment must shut down safely and clamp itself
in a safe mode.

Maintenance requirements


The equipment housed in a fuel handling cell must be designed and dimensioned in view of enabling preventive maintenance at five year inter-
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vals. Condition monitoring and preventive maintenance operations are
means to preclude malfunctions as well as faulting.

2.5



The apparatus must function reliably because, due to radiation level, the
fuel handling cell can only be entered in a sufficiently protective gear
and with no fuel assemblies present at the same time.



The apparatus must allow for easy cleaning of particles released from
fuel. The structures must be as devoid as possible of nicks or notches
which would collect particle deposits and become uncleanable by washing. Minor maintenance, cleaning and repair operations must be manageable by means of manipulators without a complete decontamination of
the fuel handling cell.



Above the fuel handling cell is a decontamination center and repair shop
for mending the fuel handling cell equipment. The equipment is transferred with a crane by way of a fuel handling cell ceiling hatch to the decontamination center. The equipment to be repaired is moved by means
of manipulators and winches onto an area under the ceiling hatch.



To avoid flaws in maintenance operation, the necessary display of information, guidelines, as well as employed tools, must be designed in view
of minimizing a possibility of human errors. In addition, attention must
be paid to physical work environment and convenient access to the
equipment.



The need for maintenance and spare parts must be minimized (within
practicality).



The design of fuel handling cell equipment must be conducted by taking
into consideration possible maintenance operations carried out by manipulators as remote work. The number of tools for use in equipment
maintenance is limited (common tools for all the equipment).



For conceivable malfunction or accident cases there must be reliable resetting and repairing methods available.

Design specifications for a fuel handling machine


The apparatus must have a capability of handling fuel assemblies coming
from three different reactor types (Table 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4). The
assemblies may have minor variations, but the handle part is always
identical as per reactor type.



The lift in vertical direction such as to bring the bottom end of fuel about
550 mm at maximum above floor level. The maximum threshold height
at the moment is 475 mm. (This is at a canister docking station; the
height requirement can probably be reduced in subsequent planning).



It is necessary to enable transfers of fuel to be performed with a sufficient precision and the applied forces must be limited in order not to
damage the fuel assemblies in a transfer process. During a transfer of
fuel assemblies, the driving is only allowed in one motion direction at a
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time. The maximum speed is in the order of 12 m/min and the motion
accuracy is ±2 mm. The working range of a gripper element’s center line
must reach a distance of one meter from the walls. Reaching ability to a
distance of 1200 mm below floor level (This is an estimate, the top end
positions of fuel assemblies must be defined during subsequent planning).


The fuel assembly may have to be rotated around its vertical axis.



In fault cases there must always be an ability to move the fuel to such a
location where it can stay for an undeterminably long time, as well as in
such a way that the radiation of fuel does not preclude the performance
of repair procedures. In other words, the lifting, shifting and gripping operation must fulfill a single failure criterion.

Table 2. The main measurements of fuel assemblies. Mechanical details vary slightly
among various manufacturers and various fuel types, but the main measurements and
gripping handles are identical as per reactor type (Raiko 2012).

1)

Fuel

Max. length / mm

Profile / mm

Max. mass / kg

LO1-2

3217

Hexagonal: 144

214

OL1-2

4421

Square: 139 x 139 1)

331

OL3

4865

Square: 215 x 215

785

The top end handle of the BWR fuel assembly has some more extensive details,
max sectional dimension is 151 mm.
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Figure 3. The figure shows LO1-2, OL1-2 and OL3 fuel assemblies.

Figure 4. The figure shows grippers of LO1-2, OL1-2 and OL3 fuel assemblies, which
are used at power plant and spent fuel interim storage. The fuel assemblies of each facility have a specific type of gripping handles; hence the fuel handling machine of an
encapsulation plant must have a gripper element which is changeable.
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2.6

2.7

Design specifications for a manipulator


The apparatus must enable maneuvering the protective cone of a
transport cask docking station and protective cone installation tools, as
well as verification measurement station lids.



The apparatus must enable carrying out cleaning and repair operations.



The apparatus must enable replacing the steel lid of a disposal canister
(from top of a rack included in the docking station).



Lifting capacity 350 kg at a distance of 1000 mm from a telescopic mast
of the apparatus. (In addition to all normal operations, this provides a
possibility of manipulating also the LO1-2 and OL1-2 fuel assemblies in
emergencies. For failure conditions there are available unloading methods independent of the manipulator’s lifting capacity, see appendix 3.)



The manipulator must have a working range which covers the entire
floor area of a fuel handling cell, as well as the section of a wall area below the wall tracks intended for a fuel handling machine.



For recovering malfunction and accident situations, the manipulator must
have a capability of assisting other pieces of apparatus used the handling
of fuel assemblies.

Design specifications for other pieces of equipment


The auxiliary systems of a fuel handling cell (in collaboration with a fuel
handling machine manipulator) must have a capability of being used as
necessary for the cleaning of drying chambers, measuring stations, the
top surface of a disposal canister presently at the canister docking station,
as well as protective cones for both a canister docking station and for a
transport cask docking station. The purpose of cleaning is to maintain a
level of cleanliness in the fuel handling cell, which enables a normal operation of the equipment units over 5 year operating cycles.



The apparatus must enable carrying out maintenance procedures which
may become relevant regardless of preventive maintenance measures.
Such procedures include at least sealing replacements for drying chamber lids, the replacement of a camera for a fuel handling machine, as well
as possible maintenance measures for an atmosphere changing cap.



In cases of failure, the apparatus must be capable of moving a damaged
piece of equipment to a position under the decontamination center hatch
to be hoisted up for cleaning and repairs (Table 3).



In upset conditions and accident cases, the various pieces of apparatus
must be capable of assisting other pieces of equipment in the fuel handling cell so as to bring the chamber into a safe condition without a significantly increasing a risk of damaging the fuel assemblies.
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Table 3. Estimated masses for fuel handling cell equipment
Object

Value / unit

Drying chamber lid
Fuel racks: LO1-2, OL1-2 and OL3
Atmosphere changing cap for canister docking station
Protective cone for canister docking station
Covering lid for canister docking station
Steel lid for canister
Covering lid for transport cask

400 kg
800 kg, 1200 kg ja 1300 kg
1000 kg
300 kg
400 kg
250 kg
TVO approx. 4 t / CASTOR440/84 approx. 8 t
12 t
300 kg

Covering lid for transport cask docking station
Protective cone for transport cask docking station
LO1-2
Protective cone for transport cask docking station
OL1-2
Mounting tool for transport cask docking station’s
protective cone
Hatch manipulator for transport cask docking station
Movable frame for service manipulator
Vacuum cleaner and suction tube reel
Water hose reel
Lid for measuring stations

250 kg
< 200 kg
4t
4t
100 kg
100 kg
350 kg
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3

FUEL HANDLING CELL

The fuel handling cell (Figure 5) is in the middle of an encapsulation plant and provided
with tight and thick concrete walls in order to keep the radiation from fuel assemblies,
as well as crud (a flaky corrosion product released from a fuel assembly), as effectively
as possible inside the facility. All penetrations of the cell are double-sealed. Ventilation
is used for keeping the facilities at negative pressures, such that the possible leak direction is always towards the handling cell. For easier cleaning, the cell surfaces are coated
with stainless steel.
The transfers of fuel in a fuel handling cell are different from corresponding actions at a
power plant and interim spent fuel storage, because fuel assemblies in the fuel handling
cell are not under radiation-shielding water. This results in a powerful radiation level
inside the cell, which is why the actions must be conducted in a remote controlled and
secured manner. The radiation level makes also a difference in terms of material selections and maintenance procedures for the equipment.
The handling cell is accessible as necessary through a dressing room, a radiation measuring room and a wash room. It is an objective, however, that the cell need not be visited between maintenance breaks, so the passage to the cell is kept locked in normal operation.
The cell is provided with leaded glass windows, so the operation control room next to
the cell provides a direct visibility to cell activities. The fuel handling cell is equipped
with cameras for a practical way of monitoring operation of the equipment. The operation control room houses all control terminals needed in the encapsulation process.
The cell ceiling features a lifting hatch, which in an opened condition enables machine
transfers into the fuel handling cell, as well as possible lifts up to an overlying repair
shop.
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Figure 5. Encapsulation plant in cross-section. Fuel handling cell is in the middle.
Spent fuel cask and disposal canister are below the fuel handling cell. Workshop and
decontamination center are above the fuel handling cell. (Kukkola 2012).
3.1

Operations in fuel handling cell

In a fuel handling cell, the fuel assemblies are maneuvered by means of a bridge type
handling machine, which travels along the handling cell’s wall tracks. Fuel assemblies
are conveyed from a fuel transport cask for drying, and further from a drying station to a
verification measurement station and then into the disposal canister. (Figure 6).
The work locations in a fuel handling cell consist of a fuel transport cask docking station (Lehtiö and Suikki 2009), drying stations for fuel assemblies (Suikki et al. 2007),
measuring stations, as well as a canister docking station (Suikki 2006). The docking of
transport casks for diverse fuel types is managed to one and the same docking station by
using a cask-specific adapter ring. The number of drying stations and measuring stations
is two, one of each for both LO1-2 and OL1-2 fuel. Once the LO1-2 fuel is encapsulated, the drying station intended for that fuel is modified appropriately for the drying of
OL3 fuel. This is carried out by simply changing the fuel rack. The docking station for
disposal canisters is compatible with both Loviisa and Olkiluoto canisters.
Above the fuel handling cell are a decontamination center as well as a repair shop.
Equipment to be repaired or replaced can be relocated through the handling cell’s ceiling hatch by means of the repair shop’s crane.
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The fuel handling cell has a material hatch, extending through a handling cell wall and
providing a way of introducing or removing small objects into or from the handling cell
without actually entering the handling cell.
The handling cell maintenance is assumed to do in 5-year intervals. All preventive
maintenance operations and inspections necessary for the cell equipment are conducted.
It is a premise that the cell equipment need not be serviced or repaired between these
maintenances.
Since the loadings on all pieces of equipment, as well as the impacts of radiation on the
equipment, cannot be totally anticipated, preparations are made for certain actions that
can be carried out without entering the handling cell.

Figure 6. Fuel handling cell equipment: 1. Fuel handling machine, 2. Transport cask
docking station, 3. Drying stations, 4. Measuring stations, 5. Canister docking station.
The transport cask has been opened and a protective cone has been fitted in a docking
aperture. A protective cone mounting tool provides protection for the transport cask lid
for the duration of docking. In front of a back wall of the cell is visible a protective cone
and mounting tool intended for another type of transfer cask.
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3.2

Fuel handling cell dimensions and shape

The fuel handling cell measures 8400 mm in width and 13200 mm in length. The cell
has a height of 8300 mm, thus also enabling manipulation of the longest, i.e. OL3 fuel
assembly. Figure 2 shows a layout at level +10.30 m and Figure 5 a cross-section for the
encapsulation plant.
3.3

Conditions in fuel handling cell

The fuel handling cell has a normal operating temperature of 20 °C with a temperature
range of 18-27 °C. The relative air humidity is not more than 80 %. The opening of a
fuel transport cask lid results in a momentary rise of temperature and air humidity. The
air temperature and humidity may also be influenced by the fuel drying process.
Radiation level in the handling cell is very high during a fuel transfer (Table 1). However, the level always goes down with fuel assemblies situated in a transport cask, in drying chambers or in a canister.
The fuel handling cell becomes contaminated, if fuel assemblies are leaking. In handling
operations, the fuel assemblies may also release activated corrosion product, crud. The
fuel handling cell cannot be entered without a complete protective gear like a space suit,
if the handling cell has not been carefully cleaned beforehand of activity, i.e. decontaminated. Necessary pre and after cautions of entering to the fuel handling cell is described
on appendix 5.
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4

DESCRIPTION OF FUEL HANDLING CELL EQUIPMENT OPERATION

The operation of encapsulation plant equipment and the encapsulation process have
been described in working report 2012-49 (Kukkola 2012).
All pieces of equipment in a handling cell (Figure 7), such as a fuel handling machine,
are controlled from an operation control room next to the handling cell. The control occurs as a semiautomatic sequence control, i.e. the equipment is capable of conducting
specific hybrid transfers independently (e.g. driving the fuel handling machine from a
transfer cask to above a drying chamber), but in all situations demanding more accurate
observation, it is the operator who personally controls the piece of equipment or at least
approves a next sequence for the piece of equipment.

Figure 7. Fuel handling cell equipment: 1. Fuel handling machine, 2. Transport cask
docking station, 3. Drying stations, 4. Measuring stations, 5. Canister docking station,
6. Hatch manipulator, 7. Protective cone for a transport cask, 8. Mounting tool for a
protective cone, covering transport cask’s lid, 9. Storage site for the protective cone of
another transport cask, 10. Racks for fuel grippers, 11. Tool carrier, 12. Service manipulator, 13. Hose reel, 14. Vacuum cleaner.
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4.1

Operations of a fuel handling machine and a manipulator

The operation of a handling machine may start once both the fuel transport cask and the
disposal canister are docked successfully. The transport cask has its lid opened and the
disposal canister its steel lid disengaged. The manipulator is used for topping the
transport cask with a protective cone appropriate to this particular transport cask. The
mounting tool is disengaged from the cone and transferred on top of the transport cask
lid for temporary protection. The manipulator is raised up to a stand-by condition (Figure 26).
The fuel handling machine’s gripper provided with a jaw outfit appropriate to the fuel
assembly is driven to a location above the transfer cask and the actual fuel transfer is
commenced. It is according to a preliminary plan that the assemblies (12 pcs) are selected for a transfer and carried the same one at a time into a drying chamber. Transfer
routes are predetermined and there is a safety system to monitor that the apparatus does
not exceed the operating range allowed for a fuel transfer (Figure 8 and Appendix 1).
The lifting height is defined according to transferred fuel (Appendix 2). A camera,
which is mounted on the handling machine’s mast, can be used for verifying both an
operation of the gripper’s jaws and an alignment of the fuel assembly’s bottom end with
a position in the chamber. Due to a possible bending of the assemblies, the handling
machine’s theoretical position does not necessarily guarantee a correct alignment of the
assembly’s bottom end with lowering positions. On the other hand, the assembly’s lower parts are shaped for easy self-guidance to a proper position. A contact to other surfaces may remove crud from the assembly’s surface, so the assembly should be handled as
gentle as possible. Prior to its closing, the drying chamber’s sealing surfaces are inspected by means of a camera and cleaned as necessary. This can be performed by using
a manipulator along with either a brush present in the tool carrier or a vacuum cleaner.
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Figure 8. The figures show an operating range defined for transfers of fuel assemblies.
The allowed operating range changes according to each fuel to be handled. The presently employed drying chamber and measuring chamber are in separate facilities below
the handling cell. On the left a transfer range for LO1-2 fuel and on the right a transfer
range for OL1-2 fuel.
The drying is followed by maneuvering the assemblies via a verification measurement
station into a disposal canister (Figure 9). The measurement station’s lid is opened by
the handling machine’s manipulator. The measurement is conducted in a position which
is in a drying chamber room other than that containing the assemblies to be dried. This
enables avoiding interferences caused in the measuring process by radiation coming
from the fuel assemblies in a drying chamber.
Once all twelve fuel assemblies have been maneuvered into a canister, the canister
docking station’s protective cone is inspected to ensure that there is no crud on its top. If
necessary, the cone is cleaned by means of the manipulator. This is followed by hoisting
the cone to a top position and by respectively checking both sealing and welding surfaces of the canister’s top surface for cleanliness. The impurity can be either vacuumed or
brushed into the positions of a disposal canister. If vacuuming has been necessary, it is
also possible to unload the container of a vacuum cleaner into the vacant fuel positions
of a canister before the canister is closed.
After this, the fuel handling machine can be driven to and stopped at its rest position,
which is located as far as possible from the potential radiation sources of a cell, i.e. at
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the end of a cell provided with an access opening. The encapsulation process continues
with the change of atmosphere in a canister and the attachment of a steel lid, followed
by removing the canister from the docking station. Once the encapsulation process has
been completed, another empty disposal canister will be delivered to the docking station. The process restarts as the handling machine delivers new fuel assemblies into the
drying chamber.
The covering hatch of a transport cask docking aperture can be closed, if it be desirable
to avoid unnecessary evaporation of water and radiation load in the handling cell. This
does not require a fuel handling machine as the closing can be performed with a hatch
manipulator.
Once all the fuel has been removed from a transport cask and placed in disposal canisters, the transport cask docking can be disconnected. The fuel handling machine’s manipulator lifts the protective cone off top of the transfer cask by using the same tool that
was used in its mounting process. The hatch manipulator lifts the transport cask’s own
lid to its place, as well as closes the docking aperture covering hatch. The transport cask
can then be lowered down and prepared for a return trip.
When changing the fuel assembly type to be disposed, the fuel handling machine will be
subjected to necessary modifications. First, the fuel handling machine is driven to a
gripper jaws replacement point for first disengaging a current jaw gear of the handling
machine onto its own rack and then engaging a new jaw gear from another rack (Figure
10). The rack has an actuator which releases the clamping between the gripper’s jaw
element and actuator element. This is followed by selecting from a user interface the
settings for another fuel assembly (LO1-2 or OL1-2), thereby revising the allowed driving range, the pre-programmed routes, and the gripper’s maximum lifting height to
match the fuel type.
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Figure 9. Transfer of a fuel assembly into a disposal canister. A camera can be used for
ensuring that the assembly is in alignment with a position.

Figure 10. The figure shows a storage rack for gripper jaws.
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4.2

Secondary operations of a fuel handling machine’s manipulator

The manipulator can provide assistance in the execution of fuel handling cell cleaning
and maintenance operations. The fuel handling cell also includes a separate service manipulator, but the manipulator in attachment with the fuel handling machine has a greater range of motion and lifting capacity. Both manipulators can be used for grabbing various cleaning tools, such as the brush or nozzle of a vacuum cleaner. The manipulators
can also be used in the process of replacing handling cell components or delivering the
same for repairs. The manipulators and winches can be used for shifting components to
be repaired to a position below the hatch of a decontamination center, such that the
pieces can be hoisted through the handling cell’s ceiling hatch up into the decontamination center for cleaning and further to be repaired. The winch hooks are provided with
appropriate gripping lugs and the pieces of equipment have several lifting eyes.
It is also possible that inspections performed with a separate camera be conducted with
the assistance of manipulators. A special camera introduced by way of a material hatch
(paragraph 5.3.3) can be used in the process of inspecting special targets or if it is desirable to make sure of the cleanliness of a drying chamber bottom prior to decontamination activities. The camera suspended from a cable can be lowered inside the chamber.
It is another possibility that the handling machine’s manipulator be used for operating
certain damaged actuators in failure conditions, because some of the motors of handling
cell equipment are supplemented with through shafts enabling rotation thereof by means
of a manipulator.
If there is a need for intense repair actions, the apparatus can be equipped e.g. with
power tools.
4.3

Operations of auxiliary systems

With the exception of a vacuum cleaner, the equipment included in an auxiliary system
is only operated when the actual encapsulation process is not going on.
4.3.1

Cleaning

The fuel assemblies are stored under water for long periods and in a handling cell the
fuel is handled in a dry condition for the first time since its loading in a reactor. It is
likely that in the process of handling dry fuel assemblies at least some crud, loose parts
or impurities will fall on the handling cell.
The removal of impurities can be performed by using a manipulator and either a brush
present in tool carrier or a vacuum cleaner present in the fuel handling cell (Figure 23
and Figure 29). The brush is practical for cleaning e.g. the protective cones of docking
stations (Figure 11) in the event of perceivable particles remaining on their surfaces. In
these cases, particles end up either back in a transfer cask or directly in a disposal canister, whereby no subsequent measures are needed at the encapsulation plant. The transfer
cask can be cleaned and serviced at interim fuel storage with ready-to-use practices for
performing the task. In case of using a vacuum cleaner, which is practical when cleaning e.g. the top section of a drying chamber or floor surfaces, the vacuum cleaner con-
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tainer is unloaded as necessary into a disposal canister, thus managing to dispose particles as well along with fuel assemblies.
The equipment can also be used for preliminary cleaning operations prior to equipment
maintenances or decontaminations conducted in connection with maintenance breaks.
Similarly, in accident cases involving for example a broken fuel rod, the equipment can
be used for collecting all loose matter and placing it directly into a disposal canister.
Such special actions are always planned with regard to each particular case (cf. chapter 6).

Figure 11. Cleaning the protective cone of a canister docking station by brushing.
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4.3.2

Operation of a service manipulator

The service manipulator can be used for assisting the performance of fuel handling cell
cleaning and maintenance procedures, the same way as the fuel handling machine’s manipulator. The service manipulator has a more restricted working range and power capacity, yet being more compact in size and more sensitive, it is better in performing assignments that require a more precise control of the apparatus. The service manipulator
is able to reach the same tool box as the handling machine’s manipulator. It also enables
the use of both a vacuum cleaner and a water hose. Figure 12 illustrates a range of motion for the manipulator. A joint operation of two manipulators and winches makes it
possible to carry out a wide variety of maintenance and repair measures in the handling
cell in a remote controlled manner.
The service manipulator extends to measuring and drying chambers, a fuel handling
machine gripper, and an atmosphere changing cap. Hence, most of the possible maintenance objects are located within an operating range of the service manipulator.

Figure 12. Service manipulator’s operating range. Defined on the left in a side view
and on the right in a plan view.
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4.3.3

Washes

The maintenance of a fuel handling cell or its pieces of equipment can be preceded by
using a hose to perform a preliminary cleaning of the equipment for reducing the radiation level caused by contamination of the equipment. For example, the drying chambers
or the measuring chambers can be flushed by running a washing liquid from a top section of the chambers by means of the service manipulator. The chambers are provided
with openable drain connections for discharging the liquid, and the liquid proceeds to a
collection system for active waters. The fuel handling cell has also floor gradients and a
drain system, whereby the flushing of equipment and floors can be conducted, if necessary, for example before a repair-bound piece of equipment is lifted to the overhead decontamination center. During the encapsulation process, both the drains and the hose
reel are closed.
The coarser matter or small loose fragments migrating along with decontamination liquid are retained either in floor drains or in coarse filters at a lower part of the drying
chambers. This enables prohibiting the obstruction of drains and ensuring that nothing
else is discharged from the fuel handling cell along this route except washing liquid and
fine matter.
In connection with an encapsulation plant maintenance break the handling cell is decontaminated for making it safe for persons to conduct necessary preventive maintenance
measures. Prior to entering the fuel handling cell, there is performed preliminary cleaning of floors and surfaces by using the handling cell’s water hose, wipes and manipulators, if necessary.
4.3.4

Transfers of materials

It is possible to introduce spare parts into the cell by way of a material hatch included in
a wall between the fuel handling cell and an adjacent washroom. If necessary, small repair-bound components can also be brought out of the handling cell this way. The hatch
has its external side located in the passageway washroom, wherein the parts brought out
of the cell are possible to wash and measure their radiation levels. The hatch is not anticipated to be needed in normal operation. The docking apertures as well as the overhead decontamination center provide another route which enables items to be delivered
and withdrawn into and from the handling cell.
The manipulators and the intra-cell winches can be used for moving the equipment e.g.
to a position below the decontamination center hatch for enabling the lifting thereof by
way of the handling cell’s ceiling hatch into the decontamination center. The winch
hooks are provided with appropriate gripping hooks and the pieces of equipment have
several lifting eyes. It has been an objective to locate the winches in view of providing
capabilities as versatile possible of operating them should such a special condition arise.
Respectively, the equipment can be shifted back to their proper positions in reverse order. The winches may also find uses during installation processes as well as maintenance breaks.
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4.4

User interface and control system

During the encapsulation process, just one apparatus is operated at a time, with the exception of possible joint operation of a vacuum cleaner and a manipulator. The user interface always becomes function-specific as required by the situation. Completed operation step has to be made before the transition can be made to the next step. In principle,
the encapsulation process can be run entirely through by means of one user interface
(display terminal, mouse and keyboard), but operating for example a service manipulator may be more practical by means of a user interface designed specifically for manipulators of this type (Figure 13).
The control system works in such a way that it defines situation-specifically the functions required for executing a task, thereby precluding some of the operating errors
made by the operator. In addition, the control system is sensor-equipped in view of preventing an apparatus from being driven by the operator to a condition not intended for
its operation. Modifications to the control system definitions made by operators and
needed in connection with maintenance assignments or exceptional situations must be
implemented in accordance with determined operating regulations. The operating regulations must be planned and approved beforehand in order to prevent fuel damages.
The equipment is controlled from an operation control room next to the handling cell.
The control can be either a hand or alternatively semiautomatic sequence control. What
this implies is that the apparatus under control may conduct certain hybrid motions independently (e.g. the releasing of fastening bolts by a service manipulator is accompanied by operating multiple shafts in a synchronous drive, the most straightforward way
of performing this being under the control of a control system). In all situations calling
for more accurate control, the user controls an apparatus him/herself or at least approves
a next sequence of the apparatus. The management of winding lengths for hose reels
(vacuum cleaner and water) is possible to be automated to make a hose length always
appropriate for the current situation.
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Figure 13. A sophisticated user interface for hand manipulator. The operating handle is
provided with a force feedback feature, i.e. the user senses a handled load and counterforces through the control device (Photo; Wälischmiller GmbH).
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5
5.1

FUEL HANDLING CELL EQUIPMENT
General

The apparatus is managed from an operation control room providing a visual contact
with a fuel handling cell by way of three leaded glass windows. In addition, the operation control room is supplied with video image both from a camera mounted on the mast
of a fuel handling machine and from other cameras in the fuel handling cell. The controls for actuators are electrical and some of the functions have been automated by
means of a control system. The drive motors of a fuel handling machine are controlled
with motor drives and movements are monitored by means of sensors.
The encapsulation plant has both an unsecured and secured 230/400 V power distribution network. The sensors and control devices make use of secured power supply, which
is converted into low-voltage direct current. Power supply takes place from a power distribution center of the encapsulation plant from level +10.30. Cables extend to the fuel
handling machine along energy transmission chains. Low voltage cables are spaced for
a sufficient distance from high voltage cables for the minimization of interferences. Cables, which are either susceptible to interference or may generate interference, are
shielded. The electrical system has mainly an ingress protection rating of IP65.
The equipment structures are dimensioned to withstand loads generated by earthquake
which horizontal ground acceleration is 0.1 g.
5.2

Fuel handling machine

The fuel handling machine is based on a bridge crane capable of traveling in a handling
cell along wall tracks. The bridge crane has its carriage provided with a carousel type
turntable having attached thereto both a fixed and a telescopic mast (Figure 14). The
fixed mast has a gripper movable on linear guides for a transfer of fuel assemblies. The
telescopic mast has a manipulator arm that can be used for maneuvering lids present in
the handling cell, as well as for conducting necessary maintenance and cleaning operations or for correcting possible failure conditions.
The actuators are duplicated and equipped with power supplies independent of each
other. This implies that the apparatus must be supplied with electric powers along two
separate cable routes. In addition, the exchange mechanism for actuators (Figure 17),
required by duplication, must be implemented in such a way that when the power supply is cut off from a primary circuit, the exchange function takes place either by forced
action or via a secondary circuit. The duplicated actuators include a crane bridge moving mechanism, a bridge carriage moving mechanism, and a rotating mechanism for the
bridge carriage’s turntable. The functions of a mast and a gripper are not duplicated, but
these can be assisted or performed by using a winch and manipulator mounted on a
turntable of the handling machine. The arrest of a vertical mast movement is additionally ensured with a mechanical brake in case of a lifting cable snapping. Preliminary
technical data for the fuel handling machine is compiled in table 4.
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Table 4. Preliminary technical data for fuel handling machine.
Object

Value/ unit

Transfer rate of fuel handling machine
Slow drive speed of fuel handling machine
Accuracy of fuel handling machine’s x/y movement
Accuracy of fuel handling machine’s lifting movement
Load-bearing capacity of fuel gripper

0…0.2 m/s
0…0.02 m/s
± 2 mm

Load-bearing capacity of manipulator
Working range of fuel handling machine’s masts
Vertical movement of fuel handling machine’s
gripper
Maximum height from floor
Maximum extent below floor
Manipulator’s working range
Total mass of fuel handling machine
Mass of crane bridge
Mass of bridge carriage
Mass of fixed mast and fuel gripper
Mass of manipulator and telescopic mast

± 2 mm
LO1-2 250 kg, OL1-2 400 kg,
OL3 800 kg
300-1000 kg (position dependent)
6400 x 11200 mm (wall dist. 1m)
6500 mm
5300 mm
1200 mm
Ø3000 mm
13 t
5t
3t
1000 kg
230 kg +1000 kg

Figure 14. Fuel handling machine: 1. Wall tracks, 2. crane bridge, 3. bridge carriage,
4. fuel gripper and fixed mast, 5. manipulator and telescopic mast.
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5.2.1

Wall tracks

The fuel handling cell has its wall provided with stainless steel mounting plates, to
which track brackets are fastened by welding. Steel box sections bear against five wallmounted brackets. Tracks for a handling machine are fastened to a top surface of the
box section (Figure 15).

Figure 15. Wall track for fuel handling machine.

5.2.2

Crane bridge

The crane bridge consists of steel box beams. The main supporting member has a box
height of about 600 mm and a width of about 400 mm. Guide tracks for the bridge carriage are fastened to a top surface of the main supporting beams. The bridge travels by
means of two synchronized pairs of geared motors. As for the pairs of motors, there is
normally always one motor in operation, i.e. both ends of the bridge are driving.
5.2.3

Bridge carriage and turntable

Movements for the bridge carriage and the turntable are achieved by means of duplicated geared motors, gears and a gear rack (Figure 16). The bridge carriage travels along
guide tracks present on a top surface of the bridge. The turntable is bearing-mounted on
the carriage with a large slewing ring having a gearing on its internal surface. The handling machine’s masts and actuators therefor attach to the turntable.
The gear and geared motor combinations have been duplicated for improving reliability
in operation. The motors receive electric current from power sources independent of
each other. The gear of just one of the motors is in operation at a time and touching the
gear rack. An engagement mechanism can be used for disengaging a faulted motor and
engaging the other functioning motor (Figure 17).
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Figure 16. Handling machine’s bridge carriage and turntable.

Figure 17. Motors, gears, gear rack, and engagement mechanism.
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5.2.4

Fuel handling machine’s mast

The mast of a fuel handling machine (Figure 18) is fixed and has mounted on its side a
linear guide for a gripper. A fixed mast design provides a structure which is more robust
in comparison with a more common telescopic design. The condition in a handling cell
differs considerably from what is encountered at power plants and at interim fuel storage. The latter facilities make it possible to use the entire height of a hall for providing
the mast with a sufficient operating range to the bottom of a pool. In a handling cell, the
extent downward need not be very large, but the fuel assembly must rise with its top
section to the proximity of the handling cell’s ceiling in order to have enough space to
pass over the edges of docking stations. The selected solution is able to provide a sufficiently large range of motion in a vertical direction of the cell. In addition, it enables a
stabilization of the bottom end of fuel as a precaution against oscillations, as well as
transfers of an assisting camera as necessary either to the top or bottom end of a fuel
assembly.
The gripper is moved in vertical direction by a winch with an adjustable pull force as
well as a pull force measurement. A steel wire rope of the winch is able to lift the loadbearing capacity mass with safety factor 5. The structure prevents the apparatus from
pushing a fuel assembly into positions with a force exceeding the assembly’s own
weight. The gripper is further provided with a friction brake, which becomes active in
case the load-bearing cable does not pull the gripper with an adjusted minimum force.
This prevents an uncontrolled fall of the fuel and the gripper element in case the cable is
left slack or snaps.
Spring return reels required by the gripper for pneumatic and sensor cables are mounted
on the turntable, as is a cable reel for the mast camera. The cable reel for the camera is
motorized, thus enabling an unimpeded movement of the camera along the mast of a
fuel handling machine.
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Figure 18. Mast for fuel handling machine. On the left, the gripper and camera are in a
top position and on the right in a bottom position. The mast’s top end is provided with a
hoist winch, as well as with reels for pneumatic and sensor cables. Actuators for the
gripper are at the top end of an arm traveling along tracks, the radiation load on actuators being thus minimized. The camera has its own motorized reel, which functions at
the same time as an actuator for vertical movement of the camera.

5.2.5

Gripper

The gripper features opening and closing actions for jaws, as well as a rotating function
around a vertical axis. The gripper is equipped with position sensors. The fuel assembly
of each reactor type has a specific gripping handle (Figure 3), thus requiring typespecific gripper tongs. The handling machine has a capability of replacing these parts in
a semi automatically.
The gripper tongs can be kept in racks provided therefor in the handling cell (Figure
10). The replacement function is bayonet type, i.e. it requires simultaneous unclamping
and rotating action. For unclamping there are specific actuators in the racks.
Regarding its mechanics, the gripper is designed to disallow its opening, if the weight of
fuel is carried thereby. It is always necessary to be first able to settle the fuel assembly
on some support before the gripper can be disengaged therefrom. In case of the gripper
actuator faulting, the opening action can be assisted with a manipulator. If necessary,
the entire gripper is also releasable by means of manipulators.
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5.2.6

Camera

The mast-mounted camera can be used for monitoring operation of the gripper, as well
as for ensuring its correct alignment with fuel assemblies. This can also be used for ensuring the correct alignment of fuel assemblies in the process of lowering the assemblies
into drying chamber or canister positions. The handling machine-mounted camera is a
commercial product designed to withstand a high radiation load. The mast has a track
and an actuator for displacing the camera, if necessary, further away from fuel assemblies (Figure 19). The camera’s electronics become rapidly aged in powerful radiation
conditions, but the displacement function enables a service interval for the camera to be
necessary long.

Figure 19. Camera at a lower part of the mast monitoring a transfer of fuel into a drying chamber. The mobile camera enables ensuring operation of the gripper, successful
installation of a fuel assembly, as well as cleanliness of the chamber’s sealing surfaces
prior to closing the lid.
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5.2.7

Manipulator

The manipulator of a fuel handling machine is a commercial product. The manipulator’s
mast is telescopic in structure (Figure 20). The apparatus has a good mobility and a sufficient load-bearing capacity for performing maintenance operations. The mast has a
lifting lug, as well as an electrical connection for possible accessories. The apparatus
can be used for working hand tools present in the handling cell and, if necessary, it can
also be used for operating power tools tailored therefor.

Figure 20. Manipulator is a commercial product, which can be purpose-tailored in
terms of its functional dimensions and load-bearing capacity (photo Wälischmiller).
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5.3

Equipment for auxiliary systems

The auxiliary systems of a handling cell consist of several subsystems. The subsystems
include a service manipulator, a tool carrier for manipulators, a material hatch, assisting
winches (5 pcs), a vacuum cleaner, as well as a hose reel. The handling cell lighting and
the stationary cameras are not included in this system.
The service manipulator is a remote controlled robotic arm, which is mounted on a manipulator expanding a range of motion. In the tool carrier are collected all those implements the use of which is anticipated in possible equipment maintenance and repair operations that cannot be postponed to be conducted in connection with maintenance
breaks of the handling cell. The material hatch enables a transfer of small objects into
and out of the handling cell in a practical manner. The assisting winches enable displacements of equipment and possible encapsulation process assisting actions during
equipment malfunctions. The vacuum cleaner enables upkeep of the handling cell cleanliness, and the hose reel enables a washing of equipment and surfaces e.g. prior to
maintenance operations.
5.3.1

Service manipulator

The service manipulator is a pentaxial robotic arm (Figure 21). The manipulator is
based on a standard commercial model. The robotic arm is mounted on a triaxial jib
crane, which is attached to a handling cell wall and is movable on guide tracks, enabling
a larger working range for the apparatus. The working range is extensive enough for
servicing the drying chambers, measuring stations and atmosphere changing cap, as
well as for operating both the vacuum cleaner and the water hose within this range. The
manipulator’s hand provides the ability to grasp the tools and the gripping points of
equipment.
The manipulator is capable of even quite demanding installation assignments as the apparatus has a good mobility (Figure 22) and it is fitted with a precise force control. The
manipulator’s assignments include for example vacuum-cleaning, attachment of winch
hooks, assisting in lifts, servicing the seals of drying chamber hatches, and assisting in
the maintenance of an atmosphere changing cap. In addition, it can participate in dismount other equipment in possible repair situations. The hand makes it possible to use
tools present in the tool carrier (Figure 23). If necessary, the fuel handling machine’s
manipulator may use the same tools. Further, if need be, the handling cell can have special tools brought therein. By way of a material hatch in the cell wall can be introduced
e.g. power tools, which are provided with a respective grasp adapter. The manipulators
come with a socket outlet for equipment power supply. During normal operation, the
apparatus is parked in a corner of the handling cell in order not to impede the working
of a fuel handling machine.
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Figure 21. A service manipulator. The robotic arm is connected to a wall-mounted
triaxial motion manipulator.

Figure 22. Theoretical ranges of motion for one commercial robotic arm. Some other
type of design is also feasible.
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5.3.2

Tool carrier

The tool carrier is located on a handling cell wall within reach of both the service manipulator and the fuel handling machine’s manipulator. The tools include at least a brush
needed for cleaning operations, lifting lugs for facilitating possible lifts (the equipment
does come with lifting points, but all necessary spots cannot be provided with permanent lifting lugs because of the equipment usability), as well as basic tools for the disengagement of devices to be serviced. Regarding the cell equipment, an effort must be
made to minimize the demand for required tools as early as at the designing stage, such
that the tool carrier need not be very extensive. All tools have an adapter element for an
easy and firm attachment of the manipulator hand. The storage is rotatable to a suitable
position by means of manipulators (Figure 23).

Figure 23. Tool carrier for hand manipulators.
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5.3.3

Material hatch

The material hatch is set in a wall between the handling cell and a passageway washroom. The hatch is both radiation- and airproof, thus enabling an exchange of components between these rooms with relative safety. Components being removed from the
handling cell must be decontaminated prior to being handled and carried away from
washing facilities. However, it is practical to carry out the decontamination and necessary measurements in these facilities as said facilities already contain the necessary
equipment because of foot traffic (Figure 24).
The hatch in itself is a vertical-spindle steel wheel with a space for components being
exchanged. The maximum size of exchangeable articles is approximately 900 x 750 x
500 mm. The wheel is lined with borated polyethylene plastic for providing sufficient
neutron radiation shielding. Due to the mass of a pivotable portion, there is needed either a drive motor or at least a mechanical transmission in order to manage pivoting the
hatch (Figure 25). The chamber within the hatch is normally always towards the washing facilities. Thereby is avoided contamination of the cell, thus improving user safety.

Figure 24. Hypothetical location for a handling cell material hatch.
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Figure 25. Material hatch in a cross-section view from above. A top part of the figure is
on the fuel handling cell side and a bottom part on the washroom side. On hypothetical
level, the figure also shows the disposition of borated polyethylene in the apparatus for
providing sufficient neutron shielding.

5.3.4

Assisting winches

On the fuel handling cell walls, as well as on the fuel handling machine, are mounted
winches with a purpose of enabling displacements of equipment as well as specific
maintenance and backup functions in the handling cell. The winches can be operated
jointly or separately. The fuel handling machine-mounted winches enable the handling
machine to be used as a bridge crane. The lifting capacity of winches has been proportioned to the strength of a fuel handling machine’s frame and guide tracks (Figure 26
and Figure 27).
The winch mounted on the turntable of a fuel handling machine’s bridge carriage can be
used as a backup for the fuel handling machine’s own lifting winch. The expected function of winches mounted on the walls of a handling cell is to assist either in the handling
of drying chamber hatches or in the handling of an atmosphere changing cap. For example, in the malfunction case of a hatch actuator, these winches can be used for ensuring a specific position for the hatch. The simultaneous operation of two or three winches
enables loads to be both lifted and shifted. The lifting hooks of winches are provided
with adapters consistent with those of the tools in order to make it easy for the manipulators’ jaws to grasp and couple them to a desired lifting point.
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Figure 26. Fuel handling machine. Manipulator is in a stand-by position. The fuel handling machine-mounted winches are included in auxiliary systems. Two winches are
mounted on crane bridge edges and one winch is in the middle of a bridge carriage’s
turntable. On the right is shown a hook for the winches with an adapter attached thereto for hand manipulators.

Figure 27. Assisting winch can be used for example for inclining an atmosphere changing cap towards an operation control room window if verification of the interior condition is desired.
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5.3.5

Vacuum cleaner

The vacuum cleaner is basically a normal industrial vacuum cleaner, having its hose as
well as container component modified to be operated with a hand manipulator (Figure
28). The amount of suction hose on a motorized reel is sufficient for covering the entire
handling cell area. An objective of the apparatus is to promote the upkeep of cleanliness
in the fuel handling cell, enabling a removal of loose particles from floor surfaces, upper
parts of drying chambers, and docking stations.
The filtration of suction air involves no particular requirements as suction air is returned
into the fuel handling cell. Nevertheless, the filter replacement must be designed to be
successfully effected, if necessary, with a service manipulator, since there is a possibility of filter obstruction or damage also between the maintenance breaks. As necessary,
the container is unloaded into a position of the disposal canister, whereby the radiating
particles, which have possible been present in the container, will be disposed along with
fuel. The accumulation in a fuel handling cell of significant amounts of impurities other
than what originates from fuel is not likely to happen, because the air coming into the
fuel handling cell is filtered.

Figure 28. Vacuum cleaner. The apparatus has a steel container disengageable with a
manipulator, as well as a motorized hose reel. Suction hose covers the entire fuel handling cell area.
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5.3.6

Washing hose

The washing hose is on a motorized reel and has its nozzle provided with an adapter fit
for the grasp of a manipulator (Figure 29). Since the supply comes from outside the fuel
handling cell, it is possible to deliver through the hose either water or some decontamination liquid. The delivery of liquid is controlled by means of an electric valve with a
hand valve backup.
In normal operation, both the washing hose valve and all drain connections related to
fuel handling cell and drying chamber are closed.

Figure 29. Washing hose is located in the same corner as the tool carrier and the service manipulator parking spot. Washing hose is on a motorized reel and provided with
an adapter fit for grasping.
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5.3.7

Other equipment

The fuel handling cell is provided with adequate lighting as well as a camera system.
Lights have been designed in such a way that the lamp replacements can be conducted
from outside the cell. The number and arrangement of cameras will be discussed in
more detail in a subsequent design proposal. It has been contemplated to outfit the cell
with both surveillance cameras and process control assisting cameras. Additionally
there is a two way audio system between the fuel handling cell and the process control
room.
Verification measurement stations are tubular chambers about 6 m in depth, the actual
radiation measuring element being located at a top end thereof. For the sake of operational safety, a lower part of the measurement chambers is fitted with shock absorbers,
the purpose of which is to reduce damage to both the chamber and the fuel should a fuel
assembly fall to the bottom of a measurement chamber. In addition, the chambers have
drain connections, making it possible for the chambers to be washed in connection with
decontaminations. The drain is equipped with a mesh basket capable of retaining possible loose fragments in case such have disengaged from fuel assemblies. A lower part of
the chambers is provided with a service opening for removing the discussed fragments
thereby.
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6

FAILURE AND DEFECT CONDITIONS

The reliable operation of a fuel handling machine and also other handling cell equipment is absolutely vital from the standpoint of a safe encapsulation process performance, because the radiation level generated by a fuel assembly without any shielding
makes it highly difficult to carry out repair operations. For this reason, the handling process was analyzed both with a simplified risk analysis applied in the design of other encapsulation plant equipment as well (appendix 4) and with a separate fault condition
analysis (appendix 3). The latter is distinguished by focusing directly on procedures
needed for pulling through the identified and assumed fault, defect and mishap conditions. (PFMEA studies the effect of failure modes and endeavors to find such unidentified conditions or risk factors for which the equipment solutions are not sufficient.)
In the fault analysis, for most fault conditions was found a straightforward solution
model but, naturally, there are some malfunction and accident conditions for which cannot be designed a solution better than the general type solution model. Certain improvement demands for other handling cell equipment were discovered. Based on the
analysis, it is proposed that the action of both the covering hatch for a transport cask
docking station and the hatches for drying chambers be modified in subsequent planning. These modifications are described in chapter 8.
According to a risk analysis (PFMEA), the most serious consequence of all assumed
failures is an abortion of the process, excluding the fall of a fuel assembly. In failure
conditions there is an option for safe situation defusing procedures, and the tightness of
a handling cell guarantees that no emissions are generated outside the facility. As a result of the analysis, it is recommended that the lifting lugs of lids (mounting tools and
measuring chamber lids) be shaped in view of allowing the handling thereof also with a
fuel handling machine. This is easily implementable by shaping an upper part of the
lugs to match the gripping handle of a fuel assembly. The manipulator is capable of
handling the lids by taking hold of a lug at its lower part. A machine vision system
could be used for easily ensuring safe transfer routes for fuel. It was further discovered
that the location of a canister docking station is not necessarily optimal from the standpoint of maintenance operations, but it could be displaced closer to the service manipulator.
The following paragraphs relate to the effects of certain basic problems and to the precautions therefor.
6.1

Power failure

Power failures do not necessitate any special measures. The process comes to a halt and
the equipment becomes immobilized in a position currently held thereby. Lifting motors
and winches are equipped with a brake, so vertical movements also stop in their tracks.
The encapsulation process can be continued once the power supply is restored. The fuel
handling cell is tight and the fuel assembly can be held stationary for an unlimited
length of time. Sensor circuit feeds for the equipment are backed up, whereby the
equipment location data is known also during power failures.
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The security system precludes an unexpected start-up after a power failure. The apparatus restart requires an approval from the operator.
6.2

Fire

The risk of fire in the fuel handling cell is primarily restricted to short circuits in electrical equipment. A fire load in the room is small, being limited to insulation materials for
electrical wires and lubrication oils for gearboxes. The materials of energy transmission
chains are either fire retarding or incombustible.
The material of fuel rods is zirconium metal, which in a dust or grain type condition is
highly flammable and difficult to extinguish. As a general rule, however, the rods are
intact and it is not likely that significant amounts of zirconium powder could be generated even in the event of a fuel assembly falling.
6.3

Fuel assembly damages

The fuel assembly may damaged in the fuel handling cell for a reason stemming from
the fuel handling apparatus or its operation or from a structural failure of the fuel assembly itself. Considered as a worst case scenario is the case of a transferred fuel assembly falling on top of another fuel assembly presently in the drying chamber or in the
disposal canister, and all rods of each assembly break down. How to rectify the situation
is always considered as case by case. A primary solution model is to transfer the fuel
assembly and recovered loose fragments into a disposal canister’s vacant positions by
using the fuel handling machine or manipulator. The manipulator-operated vacuum
cleaner and brush may accomplish a reasonable level of cleanliness, even after such an
accident. What is essential from the standpoint of safety is that even in a case like this
there is no need for hasty measures, but the situation can be examined in peace for finding the best way to proceed. If necessary, special tools or the like can be manufactured
and delivered by way of the material hatch into the handling cell as the case may be.
6.4

Equipment malfunctions

Malfunctions in mechanisms or actuators responsible for the actions of a fuel handling
machine prohibit in a worst case the bringing of a fuel handling cell and associated systems to a condition suitable for repair measures. For this reason, the equipment is designed to prevent a single failure from causing such a situation. The fuel handling machine has duplicated motors for transfer and rotating motions, such that the performance
of said motions can continue despite the faulting of one actuator. The pieces of equipment that are duplicated include both actuators and cables therefor. The gripper’s vertical motion is backed up mechanically as a precaution for falling and its lifting can be
implemented by means of an assisting winch as necessary. Another situation that can be
regarded as a malfunction is an effort to load a fuel assembly in an occupied position.
Because of its structure, the apparatus is only capable of pushing a fuel assembly
downwards by the force of a combined mass of the gripper and fuel, resulting in a low
risk of damaging the fuel. The lifting power can be adjusted with a force control feature
of the winch. Accordingly, the apparatus does not break a fuel assembly in case it has
been stuck in a position of the transport cask or the drying chamber. Stopping the action
is always a safe mode and there is no single fault that could prevent the stopping.
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6.4.1

Fault analysis for fuel handling machine

Appendix 3 includes a fault condition analysis in table format, charting anticipated
problem conditions and measures needed for pulling through the same. The analysis has
been divided into four sections, the first one clarifying the measures that are needed for
locating the fuel in view of a safe opening of the fuel handling cell’s ceiling hatch. The
ceiling hatch opening option represents a condition with a plurality of plausible options
for further measures in order to rectify the situation. The first (A) section has been prepared in such a way that the solutions have been contemplated depending on where the
location of a fuel assembly can be during the process.
A second (B) section deals with other possible conditions anticipated to occur in a fuel
handling cell. Here, certain problems were discovered in the event of fuel assemblies
releasing active fragments which fall on the floor of either a measuring chamber or a
drying chamber. The chambers are equipped with a washing and cleaning feature, nor is
it likely that such lose fragments would accumulate in significant amounts. Another risk
factor was discovered in connection with measuring stations, since, in the process of
bringing fuel assemblies to a measuring process, the possible falling height is over 6 m.
Therefore, a lower portion of the measurement chamber must be fitted with a shock absorber for reducing damage inflicted on the assembly and for making sure that the
chamber does not break by the force of impact.
Section C contains assessments of accident cases, and section D focused on external
threats for the apparatus.
Many accident type conditions are naturally unpredictable in terms of damage and details, which is why some of the correcting measures remain quite general in nature.
What is remarkable, however, is that no problem was discovered that would generate
emissions outside the cell, and that all situations afford time to consider rectifying
measures. Such imprecise conditions were summarized as follows: minimization of
damage, cleaning, setting the facility in a safe mode (table item A: 6.1.2).
6.4.2

Problems in control system

Providing the apparatus with sensors enables the machine control system of a handling
machine to know reliably the fuel handling machine condition. Upon detecting a fault
condition, the machine control system stops the process. In the event of a motor damage, the operating staff makes a situation assessment. If there is no other problem, another actuator is selected and the process continued.
The machine control system of a handling machine involves self-diagnostics (a socalled watchdog function), which is used for making sure that the control system software functions as designed.
6.4.3

Other equipment

Since the pieces of equipment, with the exception of a vacuum cleaner, do not participate in the encapsulation process, the meaning of equipment malfunctions for safety is
not very significant. The most serious problem appears in the performance of decontamination if preliminary cleaning cannot be conducted with remote controlled devices.
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7

COST ESTIMATE

The cost estimate for the equipment of the fuel handling cell has been prepared according to the price level of the year 2012, and the manufacturing costs of equipment have
been estimated based on experience. The cost bases have been itemized in more detail
in Appendix 6. The current sales prices have been inquired for the most expensive components to be purchased. All the components listed in Appendix 6 refer to preliminary
selections, and there are also alternative suppliers for them. Value added tax (VAT) has
not been included in the cost estimate.
The designing and installation costs of the system have also been included in the cost
estimate for the share directly related with the actual system. It has been assumed that
the building already contains the openings needed for the installation of the equipment
as well as the necessary power supply and compressed-air systems. It has also been assumed that the manufacturing of penetrations, pipe ducts and cable shelves for the pipe
and wiring systems of the fuel handling cell´s equipment should not be included in the
costs for the fuel handling cell´s equipment. Equipments energy chains are included in
the cost estimate. With the control systems portion there is estimated the costs of the
equipment and work that is not included in the actual equipment delivery, and on the
other hand is not part of the buildings systems (equipments integration costs).
The designing costs will be increased by three items differing from normal designing.
Firstly, it will be problematic to select suitable components and materials, because the
radiation level is occasionally extremely high. Another factor increasing costs is the approval protocol and the amount of documentation needed for a nuclear engineering
plant. Thirdly, part of the equipment concerned are hoisting devices, so there has to be
considered to follow appropriate standards and regulations in the designing and construction work. The distribution of equipment into several different rooms within the
encapsulation plant also adds the number of designing interfaces. This typically produces a greater number of designing stages, as the technologies representing different fields
become at the same time more specific as the designing work advances.
The fuel handling cell equipment test run and approval costs have not been included in
this cost estimate, either.

Fuel handling machine
Service manipulator
Material hatch
Assisting winches
Vacuum-cleaner
Hose reel
Control system

2 800 000 €
800 000 €
100 000 €
50 000 €
20 000 €
10 000 €
200 000 €

Total cost

3 980 000 €
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8
8.1

ASPECTS FOR FURTHER DESIGN
Points revealed in analyzing fault conditions

The fuel handling machine’s operation was subjected to a risk analysis (Appendix 4),
according to which the consequence of all anticipated errors is at worst an abortion of
the process, excluding the fall of a fuel assembly. The fault conditions offer a chance for
safe situation defusing measures. Attention was paid to the way of securing assisting
lifts, as well as how to secure the fuel transfer route. As a result, the analysis recommends that the lifting handles for lighter lids be designed in view of enabling the handling thereof also with a fuel handling machine. In addition, a machine vision system
could be easily used for securing safe transfer routes for fuel.
Since the classification of a hand manipulator as a nuclear fuel lifting apparatus, at least
according to the manufacturer’s understanding, is an operation quite expensive in terms
of costs, other solutions were contemplated for taking care of anticipated fault conditions. Fault, defect and accident conditions were compiled for a table (Fault condition
analysis, Appendix 3), dealing quite extensively and systematically with expected risks
and threats regarding both the handling of fuel and the fuel handling cell. For most fault
conditions there was found a straightforward solution model, but of course for some of
the malfunction and accident situations cannot be prepared in advance a solution model
better than general guidelines. Certain improvement proposals for other fuel handling
cell equipment were discovered. Such modification proposals will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Modifications to drying chamber hatches result in an apparatus assembly which is
slightly simpler, and by addition a separate radiation shielding lid, the overall safety improves remarkably (Figure 30). The hatches can be made relatively light-structured as
the vacuum applied in drying does not require a particularly high strength of the hatch.
Hence, these can be left as loose hatches and the transfers thereof can be conducted with
the fuel handling machine’s manipulator. At the same time, the fuel handling cell gets
rid of two shaft penetrations as opening motors for hatches are not needed. Possible replacements of a hatch sealing are facilitated as hatches are freely movable within the
manipulator’s handling range and need not be separately disengaged. For added safety,
as a precaution against fault conditions, it is advisable to construct a radiation shielding
lid, which is horizontally movable on tracks and which can be pushed on top of the drying chamber as necessary. This makes it possible to open the repair shop hatch even
when the drying chamber contains fuel assemblies. Even one radiation shielding lid is
enough. It does not even require its own actuator as it can be pushed on top of the
chamber e.g. with a service manipulator.
Modification of the transport cask hatch as to travel on tracks in horizontal plane represents an improvement in safety, because in this case the transfer of a hatch to its location is relatively low force operation and can be successfully conducted also with other
actuators (e.g. with an assisting winch). The usability is also improved as a simple horizontal movement is easy to carry out. In addition, the lifting capacity of a transport cask
hatch manipulator can be dropped by several tons so as to match just the mass of a
transport cask hatch.
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Figure 30. Optional implementation for drying chamber hatches. On the left is shown a
current solution and on the right a loose hatch solution. Loose hatches can be handled
by means of a manipulator. In the middle is a safety improving radiation shielding lid,
which can transferred, if necessary, on top of a fuel-containing drying chamber.
8.2

Continuation

The next development step for handling cell equipment is ensuring the operation thereof, as well as the coordination of various systems. Since various pieces of equipment
have been designed at various times and with limited interface information, the implementation of certain functions is less than perfect regarding the overall concept. Such
issues include e.g. the height positions of docking stations. At least the canister docking
station can be set at a lower position, thereby directly reducing both the maximum range
of motion for a handling machine and the transfer height of fuel in relation to the floor.
It would also be beneficial to raise the transport cask higher up during a docking process, such that the fuel handling machine’s vertical range of motion could be limited for
easier implementation.
By the active use of radiation shielding lids, it is possible to reduce significantly a total
radiation dose for the equipment. The displacement of movable pieces of equipment
away from the proximity of radiation sources, whenever a particular piece of equipment
is not needed, is also advisable. In other words, setting guidelines for modes of operating the equipment and careful work planning can achieve remarkable reductions in a
radiation load received by the equipment.
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Upon the confirmation of initial data, it is possible in a prototype designing process to
focus on these aspects and to find the most applicable solution and to ensure its operation by constructing a pilot apparatus. Regarding at least a fuel handling machine, along
with its manipulator, it would be advisable to construct a prototype as this is the only
way of making sure that the apparatus is capable of fulfilling all the demands set thereon.
In the subsequent planning of handling cell equipment, attention must be paid to
maintenance procedures conducted by manipulators. The number of tools required for
equipment maintenance must be limited and preferably consistent, such that the size of a
tool carrier in the handling cell remains reasonably small. The procedures must also be
defined more precisely to enable the selection of a service manipulator.
One aspect to be verified in subsequent planning is also a principal choice related to
conducting the operation; if desirable, the handling of hatches can be performed not
with a hand manipulator but with a fuel handling machine as well. The hatches can be
fitted with handles, the shapes of which are consistent with those of the fuel assemblies.
Thus, in normal operation, the hand manipulator is only needed for possible cleaning
tasks. In terms of control technology, the transfers of hatches are easier to carry out with
a fuel handling machine without causing any mechanical changes thereto. In this phase
of planning, however, the resulting solution was that the fuel handling machine does not
do anything else except transfers of fuel, and other transfers are performed by a manipulator. The reasoning behind this is a clear-cut separation of functions unequal in terms
of safety issues and a continued operating capability of the manipulator (regular operation).
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9
9.1

SUMMARY
Modifications to previous design

Modifications regarding a previous design proposal (Kukkola and Rönnqvist 2006) are
quite significant in certain aspects. The modifications include a structure of the fuel
handling machine’s mast, a decline regarding the importance of functions performed by
the handling machine’s manipulator in dealing with failure conditions, the introduction
of measuring stations and auxiliary systems, as well as the omission of mechanical,
hand-operated manipulators from the handling cell. To replace the latter, there was designed a service manipulator based on an electrically operated hand manipulator and
motion mechanics.
Changing the mast of a fuel handling machine from telescopic for fixed simplifies and
stabilizes the structure. In a telescopic solution, to cover the entire range of motion
would have required a many tubular telescopic components, and still, in a lower position, the supported length between the components would have remained quite short.
This would have had specific effects on the precision of fuel handling. In addition, with
a fixed mast structure, the camera can be moved to where it is most useful in a particular
case. Another benefit is a possibility of keeping the camera as far away as possible from
fuel during transfers, whereby the camera can be provided with a sufficient lifetime irrespective of a powerful radiation level.
After the previous round of design work, the handling cell equipment has been supplemented with a verification measurement station required by authorities. Further new
pieces of equipment include auxiliary devices used for cleaning and washings. These
have their own effects on the routes and functions of a fuel handling machine. The
omission of master-slave type (Figure 31) hand manipulators was due to the fact that
there were no recognized assignments in this design that could have been performed
with such devices. The devices have quite a restricted range of motion and load-bearing
capacity, being limited directly to the muscular strength of an operator. A second reason
is the space reserved therefor from above their operating range; risks of collisions would
increase considerably. The presently designed electric multiaxial manipulator has a relatively large range of motion and its lifting capacity can be dimensioned according to
service assignments defined therefor.
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Figure 31. Master-slave type hand manipulator. During this design work, the fuel handling cell of an encapsulation plant was not found to include functions for which such a
manipulator could be used. The figure shows also the composition of a radiationshielding leaded glass window (Photo; De-Sta-Co).
9.2

Closing words

The objective of design work has been to provide simple and reliable equipment with a
low maintenance demand. The annual output of an encapsulation plant is normally approximately 40 disposal canisters, the equipment therefore having a very low degree of
utilization. The design work continues to be on the level of preliminary design despite
the fact that both 3D modeling and some of the component selections have reached
quite a sophisticated level. There is no need at this point for detailed planning, because
there are also other handling cell systems that require a more thorough design work and,
of course, this has its interaction also on the devices of these systems.
The pieces of equipment in this design are appropriate for LO1-2 and OL1-2 fuels, but
modifications are needed for OL3 fuel. These include at least the substitution of an appropriate gripper for the LO1-2 gripper, as well as redefining the driving routes and
heights of handling machine.
The estimated price for a fuel handling machine and auxiliary equipment assemblies
was € 3,980,000 (vat 0 %), according to the current cost level. The cost estimate includes the price of designing, installing, manufacturing and components for the equipment, but not the designing and furnishing of a room space classified as aspects of construction engineering.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Fuel handling machine’s operating range.
Appendix 2: Fuel handling machine main dimensions.
Appendix 3: Fault analysis.
Appendix 4: Risk analysis (PMFEA).
Appendix 5: Passage to the encapsulation plant fuel handling cell.
Appendix 6: Cost estimate.
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APPENDIX 1
FUEL HANDLING MACHINE’S OPERATING RANGE
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APPENDIX 2
FUEL HANDLING MACHINE MAIN DIMENSIONS
The figure shows OL1-2 fuel assembly and Castor TVO transport cask.
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APPENDIX 3
FAULT ANALYSIS
A. PROCESSION OF THE FUEL TO A SAFE POSITION; Objective is that
the fuel assembly is positioned in a way that it is safe to open the roof hatch.
Abbreviations: Fuel handling machine (FHM), Fuel handling machine hand manipulator
(FHMM)
Location of
the fuel
assembly

1.
Transport
cask

Equipment

1.1. Hatch manipulator.

1.2. FHM in the
transport cask.

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

1.1.1. Engine
failure.

Operating the motors manually.

1.1.2. Structural
failure.

No solution. (Lifting the transport
cask lid/ docking hatch with other
equipment is hard due to the weight
of the lid/hatch), Horizontally moving hatch as a alternative solution
Lift the FHM up, close the lid.

1.2.1. Gripper
does not grip.
1.2.2. Lifting
movement failure.
1.2.3. Gripper
does not detach.

Detach the gripper from the fuel
assembly, use FHMM to fasten the
lifting hook into the eye hook, lift
up and close the hatch.
Fuel assembly to drying chamber,
detach gripper from FHM, operate
(detach the gripper from the fuel
assembly), close the hatch.

Result

Safe.

!

1.3.1. Engine
failure.
1.3.2. Movement failure.

Safe.

Safe.

See 1.1.1.

Safe.

Detached from actuator by FHMM,
movement is performed by hatch
manipulator.
Put the transport cask´s lid to its
place by hatch manipulator.

Safe.

2.1.1.
X/Y/Rotationmovement failure.

Actuators are double secured.

Safe.

2.1.2. Descent
failure.

Use FHMM to fasten the lifting
hook into the eye hook, detach primary hoist steel rope from the gripper, movements of the gripper is
performed by the auxiliary hoist.
Fuel assembly is lowered to safe
position.

Safe.

1.3.3. Hatch
jammed.
2. In the
air attached to
FHM.

2.1. FHM.

Horizontally
moving hatch
safer, see 1.3.

Safe.

(Operating above the drying chamber is
challenging, because some objects could fall
into the chamber. On the other hand it´s the
only position where the fuel assembly´s
handle is visible. If the sufficient tools are
available, it is possible to wedge the assembly even higher.)

1.3. Horizontally moving hatch.

Note

Needs further
development:
Detachment
process, gripper
structure/tools,
needs radiation
protective lid
for the drying
chamber.

Safe.

Implementation
has to be comprehensive, for
example different cable routes.
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Location of
the fuel
assembly

3. Drying
chamber.

4. Verification
measurement station.

5. Docking
station

Equipment

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

2.1.3. Gripper
detachment failure.
2.1.4. Main
hoist failure.
2.1.5. Grip failure.

See 1.2.3.

Safe.

Brake in gripper actuator part, see
2.1.2.
Gripper´s mechanism is self locking.

Safe.

3.1.1. Hatch
does not close.

1) Manual operation.
2) Make safe with radiation protective hatch.

Safe.

3.1.2. Drying
malfunction.

1) Pumps and filters are accessible.
2) Seals of the lid can be changed
by service manipulator.

Safe.

1) Manual operation.
2) Opening with auxiliary hoist.

Safe.

3.2. FHM

3.1.3. Hatch will
not open after
drying process.
See 1.2. and 2.1.

NOTE 1.2.1. lifting the FHM up,
closing the radiation protective
hatch.

Safe.

4.1. Measurement device.

4.1.1. Measuring failure.

Remove the fuel assembly from the
station and close the lid.

Safe.

4.2. FHM.

See 1.2.2. and
2.1.

Safe.

5.1. FHM.

See 1.2. and 2.1.

Safe.

5.2. Protective
cone.

5.2.1. Does not
open.

1) Manual operation.
2) Opening with auxiliary hoist.

Safe.

5.3. Atmosphere
changing cap.

5.3.1. Does not
move.
5.3.2. Atmosphere changing
process failure.
5.3.3. Failure
when installing
the steel lid.

1) Manual operation.
2) Opening with auxiliary hoist.
1) Pumps and filters are accessible.
2) Use of secondary sealing, see
WR 2005-79, Appendix 6.
See WR 2005-79, Appendix 6.

Safe.

3.1. Drying
chamber.

Note

Safe.
Action 2) Drying chamber
needs radiation
protective
hatch.
Changing the
seals can be
difficult with
the service manipulator.

Drying chamber
needs radiation
protective
hatch.

Additional eye
hook to frame
structure allows
bigger forces to
be used.

Safe.
(!)

Process has to
be cancelled if
the installation
does not succeed, the canister is contaminated.
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Location of
the fuel
assembly

6. All.

Equipment

6.1. All.

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

6.1.1. Structural
damage, jams.

Use of force when needed;
hoist/manipulators.

!

6.1.2. Structure
failure.

Minimizing the damage, cleaning,
procession to safe state.

!

Note

Careful design
of repair procedures.
Careful design
of repair procedures.
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B. OTHER ASSUMED PROBLEMATIC EVENTS; Objective is that the fuel handling cell is clean enough and the fuel is positioned in a way that it is safe to open the
roof hatch.
Problem
description

1. Crud
falls from
the fuel assembly.

2. Parts fall
from the
fuel assembly.

Location

Potential Failure

1.1. Transportation cask.

Recommended Action(s)

Result

Nothing, canister is cleaned in
the interim spent fuel store.

Safe.

Note

1.2. To the floor
or on top of
equipment.
1.3. Drying
chamber

1.2.1 Increase of
radiation level

Vacuum-clean the floors and
equipment when needed.

Safe.

1.3.1 Increase of
radiation level

Safe.

1.4. Verification
measurement
station.
1.5. Disposal
canister

1.4.1 Increase of
radiation level

Flush with water when needed,
the water is collected to the active water collection system.
Flush with water when needed,
the water is collected to the active water collection system.
Nothing. Canister could be installed in the deposition hole
normally.
Nothing, if the part is not above
any other fuel assemblies; cask
is cleaned in the interim spent
fuel store. If needed the part can
be removed with FHMM and
placed in an empty position of
the transportation cask.

Safe.

If needed the part can be removed by FHMM and left on
the floor of the fuel handling
cell. Parts can be placed into the
disposal canister.
Smaller parts gather on the bottom of the chamber, larger parts
may require the fuel rack to be
lifted to the decontamination
centre.
Smaller parts gather on the bottom of the chamber, larger parts
could be removed by opening
the service hatch.

Safe.

Safe.

Radiation risk
when opening
the service
hatch.

Smaller parts do not have effect,
larger parts may need further
actions.

Safe.

If additional
parts prevent the
fuel assembly to
be installed in
deposit canister,
return fuel assembly to the
transport cask.

2.1. Transport
cask.

2.2. On the floor
or on the top of
other equipment.
2.3. Drying
chamber

2.2.1. Possible
jams (due to the
lightness of the
parts malfunctions
are improbable).
2.3.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
drying chambers
positions.

2.4. Verification
measurement
station.

2.4.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
verification measurement station.

2.5. Disposal
canister.

2.5.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
disposal canisters
positions.

Safe.
Safe.

Information that
the part is in the
cask has to be
forwarded to the
interim spent
fuel store.
(Part is possible
to put also in a
disposal canister).
Does the disposal canister
have room for
larger parts?

Safe.
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Problem
description

3. Additional parts in
position.

Location

3.1. Drying
chamber.

3.2. Verification
measurement
station.

3.3. Disposal
canister

4. Fuel assembly is
curved.

4.1. Transport
cask.
4.2. Drying
chamber

4.3. Verification
measurement
station.

4.4. Disposal
canister.

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

3.1.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
canisters position.
3.1.2. Lid will not
tighten because
the fuel assembly
stops before the
end position.

See 2.3.1.

Safe.

There is spare space above the
fuel assembly.

Safe.

3.1.3. Fuel assembly is jammed
into position.

1) Increase the FHM´s force
temporarily.
2) Use of auxiliary hoist.

Safe.

3.2.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
canisters position.
3.2.2. Fuel assembly is jammed
into position.
3.3.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
canisters position.
3.3.2. Lid will not
tighten because
the fuel assembly
stops before the
end position.

See 2.4.1.

Safe.

See 3.1.3.

Safe.

See 2.5.1.

Safe.

There is spare space above the
fuel assembly.

Safe.

4.1.1. Fuel assembly is
jammed.
4.2.1. Does not fit
to position.

See 3.1.3.

Safe.

Positions of the drying chamber
are larger than the positions of
the transportation cask.
See 3.1.3.

Safe.

4.2.2. Fuel assembly is
jammed.
4.3.1. Does not fit
to position.
4.3.2. Fuel assembly is
jammed.
4.4.1. Does not fit
to position.

Positions of the verification
measurement station are larger
than the positions of the transportation cask
See 3.1.3.
1) Positions of the disposal canister are larger than the positions
of the transportation cask.
2) Change the orientation of the
fuel assembly (also the disposal
canister can have curvature).

Note

If the spare
space (5cm) is
insufficient,
return to
transport cask.

If the spare
space (5cm) is
insufficient,
return to
transport cask.

Safe.
Safe.

Safe.
Safe.

Are the positions in the disposal canister
really larger
than the positions of the
transport cask?
Measurements?
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Problem
description

5. Fuel assembly
bends during handling.

6. Fuel assembly falls.

Location

5.1. Everywhere.

6.1. Transport
cask.

6.2. To the floor
or on top of
other equipment.
6.3. Drying
chamber.

6.4. Verification
measurement
station.

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

5.1.1. Bending.

See 4.

Safe.

5.1.2. Bends too
much.
5.1.3. Fuel assembly is damaged.

No solution.

!

See A: 6.1.2.

!

6.1.1. The fuel
assembly being
lifted is damaged.

Return to interim spent fuel
store.

!

6.1.2. The fuel
assembly being
lifted damages
other fuel assemblies.
6.1.3. The fuel
assembly being
lifted damages the
equipment.
Several possibilities.

See A: 6.1.2.

!

See A: 6.1.2.

!

See A: 6.1.2.

!

6.3.1. The fuel
assembly being
lifted is damaged.
6.3.2. The fuel
assembly being
lifted damages
other fuel assemblies.
6.3.3. The fuel
assembly being
lifted damages the
equipment.
6.3.4. Fuel assembly falls
through the bottom.

See A: 6.1.2.

!

See A: 6.1.2.

!

See A: 6.1.2.

!

The bottom plate of the fuel
rack is strong enough.

!

6.4.1. See 6.3.
(Excluding 6.3.2.)

Shock absorber in the bottom of
the measurement chamber.

!

Note

Special canisters.

Procedures how
to work with
damaged fuel
assembly in
interim store
considered case
by case.

Design basis is
that the rack
endures the falling of fuel assembly.
Design basis is
that the measurement chamber endures the
falling of fuel
assembly.
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Problem
description

Location

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

Note

Safe.

Integrity of the
disposal canister
has to be inspected.

6.5. Disposal
canister.

6.5.1. See 6.3.

7. Collision
of moving
equipment
or fuel assemblies.

7.1. Everywhere.

7.1.1. FHM or
fuel assembly is
damaged.

Control system prevents simultaneous movement.

Safe.

8. Foreign
material
falling on
top of
equipment.

8.1. Transport
cask.

Several possibilities.

(!)

Heavy parts are
problem.

8.2. On the floor
or on top of
other equipment.
8.3. Drying
chamber.

8.2.1. Possible
jamming or malfunction.

1: Light parts) Nothing, provided that he material is not on top
of other fuel assemblies. If
needed the part can be removed
with FHMM.
2: Heavy parts) See A: 6.1.2.
1: Light parts) If needed the part
can be removed with FHMM.
2: Heavy parts and malfunctions) See A: 6.1.2.
See B: 2.3.
In the case of malfunctions see
A: 6.1.2.

(!)

Heavy parts are
problem, malfunctions.

See B: 2.4.
In the case of malfunctions see
A: 6.1.2.

(!)

See B: 2.5.
In the case of malfunctions see
A: 6.1.2.

(!)

8.4. Verification
measurement
station.

8.5. Disposal
canister.

8.3.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
position of the
drying chamber or
cause malfunction.
8.4.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
position of the
verification measurement station or
cause malfunction.
8.5.1. Larger parts
can obstruct the
position of the
disposal canister
or cause malfunction.

(!)
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C. UNLIKELY EVENTS
Problem description

Location

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

Note

1. Fire in the
fuel handling
cell.

1. Loss of power
supply/Loss of position information.
2. Structural damages.

As quick extinguishing
as possible, see A: 6.1.2.
(Actuators are double
secured).

!/Safe.
(Depends on the
size and place of
the fire).

Implementation has to
be comprehensive, for
example
different
cable routes.

2. Fuel assembly and FHM
falls.

Several possibilities.

See A: 6.1.2.

!

3. Fuel assembly and bridge
crane falls.

Several possibilities.

See A: 6.1.2.

!
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D. EXTERNAL THREATS
Problem description

Location

Potential Failure

Recommended Action(s)

Result

1. Flood.

Several
possibilities.

Open the sewage.

Safe.

2. Seismic
event.

Several
possibilities.

No actions, there is a guide
on the FHM that prevents
swinging of the fuel assembly.

!/Safe.
(Depends on the
size of the seismic event).

3. Electromagnetic event.

Several
possibilities.

Screened housing of the
electrical equipment.

Safe.

4. Electrical
equipment
failure caused
by overvoltage.

Several
possibilities.

Screened housing of the
electrical equipment.
Overvoltage protection.

Safe.

5. Loss of power.

Several
possibilities.

Equipment stops safely.

Safe.

6. Fire.

See C: 1.

7. Explosion.

Several
possibilities.

The building protects the
fuel handling cell.

!/Safe.
(Depends on the
force of the
explosion).

8. Toxic gas in
the facility.

Several
possibilities.

Equipment can be stopped
and staff can leave the facility.

Safe.

Note
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APPENDIX 4
RISK ANALYSIS (PFMEA)
FUNCTIONS OF THE FUEL HANDLING MACHINE
Mikko Suikki, Optimik Oy, Andrei Kotliar and Petri Lehto, Cadring Oy.
Abbreviations: Fuel handling machine (FHM), Fuel handling machine hand manipulator (FHMM)

1

Process
Function/
Description

Potential
Failure
Mode

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Current Process Controls

Recommended Action(s)

The installation of
protective
cone to the
docking
station of
the
transport
cask.

FHMM
can´t get a
grip of the
mounting
tool.

Process interrupted.

Malfunction of
the FHMM or
malfunction
with the handle
of the mounting tool

Regular maintenance and
inspection of the used machinery and equipment.
FHMM/mounting tool
fixed by remote work or
mounting tool is replaced
with a new one.
(Fuel is still in the
transport cask, so if the
contamination levels allow
it, the machine can be repaired in the fuel handling
cell).

The handle of
the cone´s
mounting tool
can be designed in a
way that enables the use
of FHM to
operate with
it instead.

Protective
cones collision during
lift, movement or descent.

Damaging of
protective
cone or other
equipment.

Wrong movement path or
obstacles in the
right route.

Visual inspection, work
instructions, work must be
done under several persons supervision, staff`s
professional skills.(This
will be referenced after
this as VI/PS )
The storage areas of the
equipment in the fuel handling cell are clearly
marked and not in the way
of the lifting route.

Protective
cone does
not fit in its
position.

Process interrupted.

The cone is
damaged.

Mounting tool protects the
cone. Cone can be replaced
through the roof hatch.

Process interrupted.

The cone goes
sideways.

VI/PS
FHMM`s position is
measured by control system. (If the design permits
the use of FHM to use the
mounting tool, it is more
secure because FHM allows movement only to
one direction at a time.)
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Process
Function/
Description

Potential
Failure
Mode

The cone
falls.

Installation
does not
succeed or it
is interrupted.

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Current Process Controls

Recommended Action(s)

Damaging of
protective
cone (The
fuel is not
damaged)

Grip fails. Either the FHMM
or the handle
fails.

Dimensions of the FHMM
and commissioning tests,
regular maintenance and
inspection of the used machinery and equipment.

The design of
the handle
and the gripper is insufficient.

Damaging of
protective
cone (The
fuel is not
damaged)

The mounting
tool breaks off
prematurely.

VI/PS
The mounting tool has
windows, which can be
used to inspect that the
attachment is secure.

Process interrupted.

Loss of power.

Situation is expected to
return. Safety-automation
prevents any unauthorized
starts.

Design of the
handle and
the gripper.

Process interrupted.

Mechanical
failure.

Regular maintenance and
inspection of the FHMM
and the cone,
double secured construction of FHMM.

The handle of
the cone´s
mounting tool
can be designed in a
way that enables the use
of FHM to
operate with
it instead.

2

The detachment of
the mounting tool
from the
protective
cone.

Detachment
failure.

Process interrupted.

Mechanical
failure.

Replace the damaged cone.
(Closing of the covering
hatch, so that the roof hath
can be opened).
Repairing with the service
manipulator.

3

The placement of
mounting
tool above
the
transport
cask´s lid.

Does not
succeed.

Process interrupted.

Mechanical
failure.

Replace the damaged
mounting tool. (Closing of
the covering hatch, so that
the roof hath can be
opened).

Removing
of fuel from
the
transport
cask.

Gripping
doesn´t succeed.

4

Repairing with the service
manipulator.
Process interrupted.

Misalignment.

VI/PS
Visual supervision with
cameras.
FHM position measurement.
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Process
Function/
Description

Potential
Failure
Mode

Lifting does
not succeed.

Stops before
end position.

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Process interrupted.

Gripper
malfunction.

Process interrupted.

Fuel assembly´s handle
malfunction.

Process interrupted.

Fuel assembly
is too low,
grippers dimension is
insufficient.
(fuel assemblies without
flow channel)
Loss of power.

Process interrupted.

Current Process Controls

Recommended Action(s)

Replace the gripper, the
replacement part will be
provided through material
hatch.
Fuel assembly is returned
to interim spent fuel store
and repaired.
(Possibly small flaws can
be repaired with FHMM).
Fuel assembly is returned
to interim spent fuel store
and positioned correctly in
the transport cask.

Situation is expected to
return. Safety-automation
prevents any unauthorized
starts.

Process interrupted.

Malfunction.

Lifting is secured with
auxiliary hoist.
Brake in the gripper`s
guide.

Fuel assembly is damaged.
FHM is damaged.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Force limitation in the
main hoist.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Force limitation in the
main hoist.

Process interrupted.

Malfunction.

Lifting is secured with
auxiliary hoist.

Process interrupted.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

VI/PS
Attempts to carefully release the fuel assembly,
case by case considered
release procedures.
If lowering back to
transport cask is possible,
the cask is returned to interim spent fuel store.

Fuel itself is
damaged.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Force limitation in the
main hoist.
Only movement to one
direction is allowed.

Fuels condition is evaluated and curvature is
measured in
the interim
spent fuel
store.
Faulty fuel
assemblies
are treated
separately
(compare
leaking rods.)
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Process
Function/
Description

5

Lifting fuel
assembly
out of the
drying
chamber
and the
verification
measurement
station.

Potential
Failure
Mode

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Current Process Controls

Collision to
FHMM.

Malfunction.

FHMM in
wrong position.

FHMM is retracted to
standby-position before
any other movement can
occur. FHMM positions
insured by control system.

Lift does not
succeed.

Process interrupted.

Loss of power.

Situation is expected to
return. Safety-automation
prevents any unauthorized
starts.
Brake in the main hoist
keeps the fuel assembly in
place.

Lifting stops
before the
end position.

Process interrupted.

Malfunction.

Lifting is secured with
auxiliary hoist.

Fuel assembly is damaged.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Force limitation in the
main hoist.
Positions of the drying
chamber and of the verification measurement station
are larger than the positions of the transport cask.

FHM is damaged.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Force limitation in the
main hoist.
Positions of the drying
chamber and of the verification measurement station
are larger than the positions of the transport cask.

Process interrupted.

Malfunction.

Lifting is secured with
auxiliary hoist.

Process interrupted.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Positions of the drying
chamber and of the verification measurement station
are larger than the positions of the transport cask.
Try to loose up the assembly, case by case considered procedures.
VI/PS

Fuel
assembly is
damaged.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Force limitation in the
main hoist.

Recommended Action(s)
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Process
Function/
Description

6

7

Transportation of the
fuel assembly.

Fuel assembly`s
descent to
drying
chamber, to
verification
measurement
station and
to canister.

Potential
Failure
Mode

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Current Process Controls

Recommended Action(s)

Additionally
the positions
of the
equipment in
the fuel
assembly cell
can be
monitored by
machine
vision system
(image
processing
system).

Collision.

Fuel assembly is damaged, crud
falls.

Wrong route or
obstacles on
route.

VI/PS
There is defined a safe
route to transport the fuel
assembly, machinery and
equipment in fuel handling
cell has their own designated repositories.
FHM`s position is known
with sensors.

Fuel assembly swings.

Fuel assembly is damaged, crud
falls.

Too large accelerations
(caused by fuel
handling machine or earthquakes).

VI/PS
Fuel handling machines
speed and accelerations are
restricted.
Supporting structures in
mast to avoid swinging (in
the case of an earthquake).
Fuel handling cell´s floor
can be cleaned with a vacuum cleaner.

Fuel assembly falls.

Fuel assembly is damaged, crud
falls.

Grip fails.

The grip is
self locking.
Fuel handling cell´s floor
can be cleaned with a vacuum cleaner.

Fuel assembly´s handle
fails.

Fuel handling cell´s cleaning (decontamination if
necessary) with accessory
equipment, minimizing the
damage and fixing with
manipulators.

No succeed.

Process interrupted.

Malfunction.

FHM´s actuators are doubled. Secondary solutions
(winches).

No succeed.

Process interrupted.

Positioning is
wrong.
Malfunction.

VI/PS
FHM´s position is measured.
Visual inspection.
Secondary solutions (Auxiliary hoist).

Previously
noticed good
solutions
have to be
used in the
design process.
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Process
Function/
Description

8

Grippers
detachment
from the
fuel
assembly.

Potential
Failure
Mode

Does not
detach.

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Current Process Controls

Process interrupted.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

Positions of the drying
chamber and of the
verification measurement
station are larger than the
positions of the transport
cask.
When installing to canister
the assemblies can be rotated (if the canisters position and the assemblies are
curved).
Positions in the verification measurement station
are larger than previous
positions.

Fuel itself is
damaged.

Fuel assembly
is jammed.

No additional descent
force is used, only the
weight of the fuel assembly.
VI/PS

Process interrupted.

Loss of power.

Break on the winch and the
grippers brake both prevents the fuel assembly
from
falling.
Situation is expected to
return. Safety-automation
prevents any unauthorized
starts.

Process interrupted.

No compressed
air.

Compressed air is produced outside the fuel
handling cell.
It is possible to detach the
gripper with manipulator.

Gripper is
jammed.

FHMM can be used to aid
the actuator (pneumatic
cylinder) of the gripper.

Gripper is
jammed.

Gripper can be detached
from the FHM if the
FHMM opens the wrist
locking.
Repairing actions are easier if the FHM is moved
away and both manipulators can be used.

Recommended Action(s)
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Process
Function/
Description

9

10

11

Fuel
assembly´s
drying and
measuring.

Inspection
of the
canisters
top surface.

Cleaning of
the
canisters
top surface.

Potential
Failure
Mode

Potential
Effect(s) of
Failure

Potential
Cause(s)/
Mechanism(s)
of Failure

Current Process Controls

Crud falls to
fuel handling cell.

Fuel handling
cell gets contaminated.

Cleaning equipment and
chambers sewage.

Fuel assembly falls in
drying
chamber.

Fuel
assembly is
damaged.
Drying
chamber is
damaged.

Crud could be
accumulated
over time even
when equipment works
normally.
Fuel assembly`s handle or
gripper fails.

Fuel assembly falls in
the verification measurement
station.

Fuel
assembly is
damaged.
Verification
measurement
station is
damaged.

Fuel assembly`s handle or
gripper fails.

Shock absorber on the
bottom of the chamber
prevents damaging of the
chamber and the fuel
assembly.

Camera does
not work or
its picture
quality is
poor.

Inspection
does not
succeed.

Malfunction,
unclean lens or
visual obstruction.

Cleaning or changing the
camera.
Utilization of the other
cameras in the fuel handling cell.
An additional camera to
the gripper of the manipulator (Delivered through
the material hatch).
Visual obstructions can be
removed by manipulator.

Camera does
not move
normally.

Inspection
does not
succeed.

Malfunction.

Changing the camera.
Aiding the movement mechanics by FHMM.
Additional camera in the
gripper of the FHMM.

Does not
succeed.

Process interrupted.

Manipulator,
vacuum cleaner
or brush is broken.

Spare brush through the
material hatch.
Vacuum cleaner is an option. If FHMM is broken,
canister is closed and
moved away during the
repair.

Recommended Action(s)

Fuel rack prevents damaging of the chamber and the
fuel assembly by restricting the falling height.

Canister
docking station is moved
to FHMM´s
working
space.
(This can
provide other
benefits, including gas
changing
caps maintenance would
be easier).
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APPENDIX 5
PASSAGE TO THE ENCAPSULATION PLANT FUEL HANDLING CELL
The fuel handling cell is inaccessible while the fuel is encapsulated. In other words it
means situations when fuel is moved in or stored in the fuel cell.
The fuel handling cell is accessed in five year intervals for periodical maintenance or
when repairing a device in the chamber requires it.
Before accessing the chamber it is necessary to do a contamination inventory by taking
swiping samples from the floor and walls and by measuring the activity in the air circulation. This inventory is necessary to determine the proper protective suit for entering
the chamber. The required protective gear is always determined in the proper work order.
Entrance to the fuel handling chamber is through the controlled zone, by the additional
shoe boundary. The additional shoe boundary area includes the dressing room, monitoring room and washroom. The actual shoe boundary is in the monitoring room.
The additional shoe boundary dressing room is approached with normal controlled zone
protective suit. The additional protective gear is suited on top of the normal protective
gear. The dressing room should contain lockers and a bench.
The level of additional protective gear depends on the level of contamination in the fuel
handling chamber. In the worst case a full protective suit must be used including a respirator mask. Gloves are wrapped air tight with tape to the suit sleeves.
Additional plastic overshoes are suited over the normal monitored area shoe protectors
at the monitoring room shoe boundary. The entrance to the fuel handling cell is through
the washroom.
After visiting the fuel handling cell it is necessary to return to the washing room where
the full protective suit and additional plastic overshoes are removed. The gloves are removed last. The protective suit, plastic overshoes and gloves are put into the contaminated clothes bin that located in the wash room.
After this the individual contamination level is measured by a radiation level monitor in
the monitoring room. If there is any radiation detected in the hands, they should be
washed in the washroom and a new measurement is taken. If contamination is detected
on clothes or shoe protectors they are removed, placed in the contaminated clothes bin
and a new contamination measurement is then done. Nothing should be dressed or put
on in the washroom, only removed - until the individual is naked, if required.
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If the individual is not wearing a full protective suit, then the additional protective gear
is kept on and the individual can go directly to be checked by the contamination level
monitor.
Once the individual has passed the contamination level monitor, the shoe boundary is
crossed and the plastic overshoes are placed before this to a bin reserved for them, unless the plastic overshoes have already been left in the washrooms contaminated clothes
bin.
The additional protective equipment is removed in the dressing room and they are
placed in the locker for re use, unless they have been left in the washroom contaminated
clothes bin.
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APPENDIX 6
COST ESTIMATE
Description

unit price

total

1 pcs
1 pcs
3 pcs
1000 h

1 800 000 €
800 000 €
50 000 €
50 €/h

1 800 000 €
800 000 €
150 000 €
50 000 €
2 800 000 €

1 pcs
1 pcs

750 000 €
50 000 €

750 000 €
50 000 €
800 000 €

1 as a whole

100 000 €

100 000 €
100 000 €

5 pcs

10 000 €

50 000 €
50 000 €

Vacuum cleaner
Vacuum cleaner, motorized reel and assembly

1 as a whole

20 000 €

20 000 €
20 000 €

Washing hose
Motorized reel, hose and assembly

1 as a whole

10 000 €

10 000 €
10 000 €

Control system
Integration costs

1 as a whole

200 000 €

200 000 €
200 000 €

Fuel handling machine
Bridge crane and fuel manipulator
Hand manipulator
Gripper tongs and storage rack
Assembly
Total
Service manipulator
Equipment
Tool carrier and tools

Material hatch
Hatch and assembly

Assistant winches
Winches, assembly and accessories

quantity/unit

TOTAL

3 980 000 €
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